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Insulin resistance syndrome in children and
adolescents: clinical meaning and indication for action
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The insulin resistance syndrome (IRS) or metabolic syn-

drome in adults is variably defined.1 The WHO includes

diabetes/impaired glucose tolerance or insulin resistance and

two of the following: dyslipidaemia, hypertension, obesity

and microalbuminuria. The European Group for the Study of

Insulin Resistance (EGIR) includes insulin resistance or

hyperinsulinaemia plus two of the following: elevated

fasting glucose, dyslipidaemia, hypertension and central

obesity. The National Cholesterol Education Programme

Adult Treatment Panel III (NCEP ATPIII) includes any three

of the following: elevated fasting plasma glucose, hyper-

triglyceridaemia, low HDL cholesterol, hypertension and

central obesity. Thus two of the three adult definitions

include insulin resistance, two specify central adiposity and

all include hypertension and lipid abnormalities. It would be

excellent from a research and comparative viewpoint if there

could be an international consensus on the definition of the

IRS in children and adolescents.

A more simplified definition of the metabolic syndrome in

adults has been suggestedFnamely the ‘hypertriglyceridaemic

waist’2Fa definition that has the attraction of simplicity.

Currently, there are no internationally accepted cut points

for the waist circumference in children and adolescents that

define a risk level, as in adults. Higgins et al3 have suggested

that children with Z33% body fat and a waist circumference

of Z71 cm are more likely than not to have an adverse risk

factor profile. Waist circumference in the study from Moreno

et al4 appeared the best predictor in children of the presence

of metabolic syndrome-associated variables. Recent evidence

from the United Kingdom suggests that waist circumference

is increasing in children at a greater rate than is their BMI.5

The IRS is associated with an increase in morbidity and

mortality in populations, and has associated with it a large

number of metabolic abnormalities and disease states. These

include an increase in inflammatory markers, microalbumi-

nuria and hepatic steatosis, as well as early ischaemic heart

disease, type II diabetes, obstructive sleep apnoea and

polycystic ovaries. Adolescent offspring of adults with IRS

have been shown to have greater adiposity and to be more

insulin resistant than offspring of non-IRS adults, but are

similar to non-IRS offspring with regard to lipids and blood

pressure, a situation that would fit with the concept of

development over time.6 In children and adolescents, even

with overall reduced levels of abdominal fat compared to

adults, abdominal fat is positively correlated with an adverse

lipid profile and hyperinsulinaemia.7

It is reasonable to conjecture that the IRS in children and

adolescents is likely to have similar aetiology(ies) to adults

and is the same condition but viewed at different time

points. The clinical conditions associated with the IRS are

not exclusive to adulthood, with a few exceptions such as

early ischaemic heart disease and stroke. These latter

conditions reflect the time taken to develop the condition,

although with evidence that the origins of vascular disease

are laid down in childhood.8 If the IRS is a continuum

throughout life, it is important to understand the keys to its

development in childhood, whether these are in any way

different to adulthood and how the normal processes of

growth and maturation may affect IRS in childhood and

adolescence.

In this paediatric focus issue, Lambert et al9 present their

findings on the IRS in a sample of children and adolescents

from Quebec. What does this study add to our under-

standing of insulin resistance in childhood, how might this

information be used to inform further studies and how

might it relate to clinical protocols and practice?

This study provides prevalence data in three age groups,

with the emphasis on IRS (not insulin levels alone), is

broadly sampled and with good numbers. Two definitions of

IRS are considered: (1) the presence of any three or more of

hyperinsulinaemia, overweight, high systolic blood pressure,

low triglycerides, low HDL-C and impaired fasting glucose;

and (2) the presence of hyperinsulinaemia and at least two of

the other five risk factors. Thus one definition is potentially

exclusive of insulin resistance as defined in the first instance

by high insulin levels. The first definition is a less stringent

one, and produced an overall prevalence of 14.0%, compared

with the second definition of 11.5%. Known diabetes was an

exclusion for the study, but the authors do not state if any

children with diabetes or with impaired fasting glucose were

identified at the time of the study. Fasting insulin and

HOMA-IR were both used as surrogate measures of insulin

resistance and similar results were obtained in analysis

whichever one was used. This finding emphasises the clinical
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utility of a fasting insulin alone compared to a mathematical

derivation of fasting glucose and insulin in what is a

presumptive non-diabetic population. The work necessary

to collect so many blood samples in a paediatric population

should never be underestimated and the metabolic variables

are a strong feature of this study.

How does HOMA-IR measure up against other measures of

insulin resistance in a paediatric population? Using the gold

standard for the measurement of insulin resistance, the

glucose clamp technique, Moran et al10 found that fasting

insulin was significantly associated with M (R¼0.48) in 10–

14 y olds. This study also found that fasting insulin did not

differ between the Tanner stages, in other words the

physiological insulin resistance of puberty could not be

detected on fasting insulin levels alone but was evident

during clamp studies. It is possible that 2h post glucose

HOMA improves the definition of insulin resistance but

would not be practicable in a study such as this.11 Log

HOMA may be a better estimate of insulin resistance given

that the relationship between HOMA and clamp measures of

insulin sensitivity is not linear. Sunehag et al12 demonstrated

some variability in repeated measures in children of both

fasting insulin and the insulin clamp technique, but with

correlation coefficients between 0.72 and 0.996, confirming

the utility of a single test in time. Overall fasting HOMA-IR is

a reasonable measure of insulin resistance and if anything

the prevalence of insulin resistance is likely to have been

underestimated in this cohort.

There was no significant difference across ages and

between sexes for the IRS in this study. This is in apparent

contrast to other studies, which have consistently identified

a female preponderance in insulin resistance.13,14 However,

these studies considered insulin resistance per se, whereas

Lambert’s study focused on a syndrome definition, rather

than absolute values for insulin or HOMA-IR. This observa-

tion is also the likely reason for the absence of age difference

in IRS. The older age groups in Lambert’s study do not

exhibit a higher prevalence of IRS. Increased insulin

resistance is well described in puberty and a gender

difference in insulin resistance has been described as

persisting in puberty.10 A gender difference is also apparent

in the prevalence of type II diabetes in children and

adolescents, with the condition more prevalent in fe-

males.15,16

Whether obesity alone explains all the metabolic abnorm-

alities that characterise the metabolic syndrome is a

consideration in the pathophysiology of IRS in children

and adolescents. Lambert et al’s data do not support obesity

as defined by BMI as the sole determinant but do suggest that

obesity has a stronger contribution to the clustering of risk

factors than insulin or HOMA-IR in these age groups.9 IRS is

a phenotype and must be influenced by the genotype of

which there is no singular variety in the vast majority of

human obesity. The environment or gene environment

interaction must also play a significant role in the expression

of IRS. This study adds to the knowledge of IRS by the

confirmation that heterogeneity of the syndrome is present

from childhood. What role this heterogeneity plays in the

expression of future morbidity is currently an interesting but

unanswered question.

Factor analysis aims to discover patterns in relationships

among variables and to determine if observed variables can

be described largely or entirely in terms of a smaller number

of variables (factors). Three factors emerged in this study,

which also support the concept of IRS as a heterogeneous

syndrome. These factors explained about 65% of the

variance and were BMI/insulin/lipids, BMI/insulin/glucose

and diastolic/systolic blood pressure. According to factor

analysis theory, the overlap between two domains (BMI/

insulin) suggests common aetiologies. The finding of multi-

ple factors is not new in the adult literature and supports one

previous study that included children and adolescents.17

Lambert’s study extends the data from the Bogalusa Heart

Study (BHS) and others, which describe the clustering and

tracking of cardiovascular risk factors in childhood, adoles-

cence and young adulthood.17–20 These were relationship

and risk focused studies, and not prevalence studies. Age

ranges, and not a single age category, were generally used.

Fasting insulin remained associated with VLDL independent

of age, gender, glucose levels, obesity (and cigarette and

alcohol intake) and rose with age. There were racial

differences in fasting insulin and the most adverse profiles

occurred in white males. The BHS identified HOMA-IR as

higher in females, a strong correlation between BMI and

insulin resistance, and that clustering of cardiovascular risk

factors was least strong around puberty. Although not strictly

a longitudinal study, BHS was able to select out subjects who

had had both childhood and adult assessment. Children in

the top quartile for BMI and insulin were 11.7 and 3.6 times

as likely to develop clustering of risk factors as adults, with

BMI and insulin the best predictive model. Adjustment for

BMI eliminated the influence of childhood insulin on

clustering but not vice versa. Additionally, in adults insulin

is an independent risk factor for ischaemic heart disease.21

While a different analytical methodology was used in the

BHS, these findings are congruent with the data by Lambert

et al.9 Lambert et al provide prevalence data and support for

heterogeneity in IRS.

Of practical significance in this study is that skin folds, as a

measure of fat distribution, do not have additional and/or

greater predictive value in IRS in children and adolescents.

On the other hand, the waist circumference is an indirect

measure of central adiposity and is correlated with cardio-

vascular risk in children and adolescents as well as adults.7

The correlation between waist and DEXA trunk fat in

children and adolescents is 40.8 for both genders.22 Given

that the measure of waist circumference has good reliability

and low measurement error, it would be excellent to see this

measure used consistently in studies of this nature. As noted

previously, there are as yet no accepted cut points for either

the classification of obesity or the presence of increased

metabolic risk in children, as exist for adults.
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The authors do not provide a specific reason for selection

of the three age groupsF9, 13 and 16y. The age range

encompasses the time past normal adiposity rebound, the

time where most children will have both entered and

completed physical puberty and is within the age range

where tracking of weight is well established. IRS is con-

sistently present over the age range and found in at least 1 in

every 10 children and adolescents. Adiposity measures

increase significantly across insulin quartiles with absolute

numbers reflecting the well-known observation that hyper-

insulinaemia commonly occurs in obese children and

adolescents. This relationship has been described as non-

linear, with modest increases in insulin levels as BMI

increases up to the 90th centile, but with a much more

pronounced hyperinsulinaemia risk above the 95th and

especially the 97th centile of BMI.23

The authors assert in their discussion that ‘trends in

childhood IRS should be monitored because of their public

health and clinical importance’, and that ‘increased adipos-

ity is strongly associated with clustering of risk factors and

concerted efforts by researchers, clinicians, public health and

public policy experts are needed to prevent the adverse

consequences of obesity on the health and well-being of

future generations’.

The prevalence of obesity among children and adolescents

is increasing in both developed and developing countries,

although both the speed of the increase and the degree of

prevalence vary. In the United States, Europe and Australia,

the prevalence of overweight has more than doubled over

the last decade, with an increase in the percentage of those

overweight subjects with obesity.24,25 As the prevalence of

overweight and obesity increases it can be assumed that so

will the prevalence of insulin resistance. Insulin resistance is

predictive of type II diabetes26 and hyperinsulinaemia in

childhood has been found in several populations known to

be at high risk for type II diabetes.27 The increasing

identification of type II diabetes in youth is a concerning

consequence of the obesity epidemic in children. The onset

of diabetes at a young age increases the risk in early

adulthood of vascular disease, and renal and visual impair-

ments. The numbers of pregnancies complicated by diabetes

will continue to increase with consequences for both the

mother and the offspring. Although factors such as family

history and ethnicity play a role, the most important risk

factor for type II diabetes in children is obesity, and nearly

one-quarter of obese children and adolescents already have

impaired glucose tolerance.28 However, the overall numbers

of type II diabetics among children and adolescents reflect

the tip of the iceberg. Many, many more will suffer from

insulin resistance and the IRS.

A universally accepted definition for IRS in children and

adolescent is urgently required. Such a definition strength-

ens the epidemiological studies, which will provide informa-

tion on the natural evolution of IRS in children and

adolescents. Of equal importance is the clinical imperative

to have a definition of IRS both for diagnosis and interven-

tion purpose. Interventions must primarily centre on life-

style change, as they do for adults,1 the reduction of body

fatness and an increase in physical fitness with a family

focus. The evidence base for weight management in children

and adolescents remains limited and primarily comes from

university and other tertiary centres.29 Knip and Nuutinen30

describe the change in fasting insulin in a weight manage-

ment programme over 5 y. Fasting insulin levels showed a

significant decline over the 12 months of the intervention,

but returned to baseline and higher after that time despite

maintenance of relative weight lost. Given the prevalence of

obesity and now IRS, interventions need to be based at a

primary care and community level. Clinical studies into

weight management in childhood and adolescence as well as

those that consider the cardiovascular risk and IRS should be

unified in their approach. Also, measures of fatness,

measures of fat distribution and blood pressure, and where

possible lipids, insulin and glucose should be included.

KS Steinbeck1

1Metabolism & Obesity Services, Department of Endocrinology,

Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Camperdown, Sydney, NSW,

Australia
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